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Figure 1: Histogram of total energies in the data set grouped into those molecules matching
and not matching the experimental spectrum. For each group of molecules with the same
property fingerprint, a subset of 2% of the molecules (at most 2000) have been calculated at
RI-PBE0/def-SVP level.
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Figure 2: Share of all molecules of a given feature to be stable and compatible with the
measured spectrum.
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Molecule generation2
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Figure 3: Left: The four different spectra of C12O7H12 isomers, obtained at different reten-
tion times from LCMS. Absorbance given in arbitrary units (a.u.). The shaded tolerance
region defines the range within which the computational spectrum needs to fall to be treated
as compatible. Right: Schematic representation to illustrate the matching probability. The
red point represents the ML-predicted value in a two-dimensional parameter space. Ω is
the unknown parameter space within which the spectrum would be compatible with a given
experimental one. The contour lines show the joint probability of a given parameter combi-
nation centered at the ML prediction. The not normalized probability of this ML prediction
being compatible with the experimental spectrum is the integral over the joint probability
within Ω. This integral is approximated with the Monte-Carlo procedure described in the
text.

We enumerate all potential molecular graphs by first listing all connected graphs with 93

nodes. Here, each oxygen is one node and each aromatic ring is considered to be one. In the4

following, we refer to this case as reduced molecular graph. We filter this list to only include5

graphs with at most two nodes of degree six or less (i.e. at most two nodes may have up to6

six non-hydrogen bonds), while all other nodes may be at most of degree two (i.e. have two7

bonds). For this, we used nauty 27rc3.1 The graph theory analog for the element of an atom8

is the color of a node. We then build a list of all possible colorings of the previously obtained9

graphs. For each graph, we enumerate all combinatorically possible bonded hydrogen counts10

for each site, which leaves 21.513 graphs. Note that at this stage, the enumeration does11

not contain molecular graphs yet, since the C6 rings are treated as one node and no valence12

rules are followed. In this first step, no duplicates can occur in the list of reduced molecular13
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graphs.14

In the second step, we take all reduced molecular graphs and reconstruct all possible15

hydrogen saturations. While limits on the hydrogen count per node are already given in16

the reduced molecular graph, one node can be a full C6 ring. This step enumerates all17

possible positions for this number of hydrogens over the six positions of the ring. Effectively,18

this requires finding all integer partitions of the total number of bonds formed for this ring19

(including the other ring and potentially all oxygens) under the condition that bond valence20

consideration are satisfied: each hydrogen must have exactly one bond, each oxygen has21

exactly two bonds (or one double-bond), and each carbon has four single-bond equivalents.22

Since the integer partitions might yield duplicates, we use the graph isomorphism check23

vf22 to sieve out duplicates. Since isomorphism checks are computationally demanding,24

we performed a pre-screening exploiting that the spectrum of the adjacency matrix is an25

incomplete graph invariant, so exact isomorphism checks were only needed for those of26

identical spectrum. This step yielded 263.917.411 C12O7H12 molecules in total. All generated27

molecules contains exactly seven double bond equivalents, that is either close rings or double28

bonds. Of those seven double bond equivalents, at least two must be closed rings (C6-rings).29

For each molecule, we used openbabel3,4 to generate an initial guess of the 3D structure30

using their C++ interface. The initial guess was subsequently relaxed using MMFF945
31

as implemented in openbabel using steepest descent for 500 steps to remove bad contacts32

from the initial guess of the structure. The resulting structure was further minimized to33

convergence using the density functional tight binding variant GFN2-xTB6 as implemented34

in xtb 6.2.2. A molecule was considered stable if a) the minimization converged and b)35

the molecular graph as detected from Wiberg bond orders7 did not differ at the end of36

the minimization from generated input molecular graph. After this step, 123.354.268 stable37

C12O7H12 molecules were left.38
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Machine learning39

To determine optimal hyperparameters, i.e. kernel widths σ and regularizer λ, ML calcu-40

lations with training set sizes 100, 1000, 3000, 5000, and 9000 were carried out; a 5-fold41

cross-validation was used, where remaining molecules were used as out-of-sample validation42

sets. The determined optimal kernel widths were σ = 65.536 for the learning of the energies43

and σ = 0.128 for oscillator strengths; a regularizer of λ = 10−7 was found to be optimal in44

both cases. These parameters were used for the predictions of the remaining molecules.45

Monte-Carlo algorithm to establish matching of experimental spec-46

tra47

Wavelength-dependent molar extinction coefficients of C12O7H12 were estimated from ab-48

sorbance spectra recorded (Fig. 3) at four different retention times of sodium adducts of49

C12O7H12 using the Beer-Lambert equation.50

Surrogate standards were used to quantify electrospray ionization efficiencies and there-51

fore concentration, and the photodiode array pathlength was 1 cm. Since ionization effi-52

ciencies vary significantly between compounds, the use of surrogate standards introduces an53

order-of-magnitude uncertainty.54

Since each energy and oscillator strength is subject to uncertainties from the machine55

learning prediction, we employ a Monte Carlo scheme to obtain the likelihood of the molecule56

having a spectrum that is compatible with the experimental spectrum. This is done by57

drawing 10.000 random excitation energies and oscillator strengths from a joint probability58

distribution centered around the machine learning predictions with the uncertainties from59

the test set used in machine learning. For each such drawn set of parameters, the spectrum60

has been calculated, employing a typical full-width-at-half maximum of 0.3 eV,8,9 and tested61

whether it is within the corridor in Figure 3. The fraction of spectra compatible with the62

experimental one is the probability that the spectrum of this molecule is compatible with63
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the experimental one given the uncertainties of the machine learning predictions. In the64

limit of no uncertainties, this would leave exactly the matching molecules with a non-zero65

probability.66

Assuming that our set of molecules also contains the molecule that gave rise to the67

experimental spectrum, this one molecule would have the largest overlap with the volume in68

parameter space that is compatible with the spectrum. Since no molecule has a probability69

close to one, our uncertainties (which are assumed to be identical for all molecules) need to70

be wider than this parameter space. We use this fact to derive a minimum threshold for the71

Monte Carlo probability: While we do not know the full parameter space that is compatible72

with the experimental spectrum, we know that the largest likelihood of all molecules is73

the integral over that space convolved with the given probability distribution centered over74

that space. Now if each of the six parameters were drawn exactly one standard deviation75

away from the center of the probability function, the product of these probabilities would76

be exp(−3) ' 1/20 of the likelihood at the center of all six normal distributions. Therefore,77

our threshold is exp(−3) of the largest likelihood obtained in our list of molecules. In total,78

54.797.670 molecules have a likelihood above that threshold and therefore are considered to79

be compatible with the experimental spectrum.80

C12H12O7 structure proposed by Laskin et al.81

Table 1: Excitation energies of the structure found by Laskin et al.,10 computed by
ADC(2)/COSMO.

Excitation energy (au) oscillator strength (au)
0.11673793986005E+00 0.88706001377993E-01
0.13710157179088E+00 0.10327306454072E-03
0.14767512555885E+00 0.75348944434187E-01
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Table 2: GFN-XTB optimized coordinates of the structure porposed by Laskin et al.10

O -4.7520756 2.6163567 -0.3233092
O -5.7165298 0.3033973 1.2685487
O -2.1447097 2.7139311 -0.9847708
O -0.3799121 0.7840369 -0.0923865
O 0.8357602 -2.3670248 0.6235432
O 0.5964942 -3.3748992 3.0278621
O -1.1510866 -3.5129848 4.3687891
C -3.9614721 1.5965041 0.1097260
C -2.6050057 1.6348832 -0.2230492
C -4.4368086 0.5191445 0.8730105
C -1.7032247 0.6635363 0.1974323
C -2.1759187 -0.4122345 0.9561946
C -3.5279396 -0.4573902 1.2692086
C -1.2283545 -1.4394733 1.4235205
C -0.2390121 -1.8524841 0.4146969
C -1.3347564 -1.9240510 2.6793222
C -0.6124049 -3.0094595 3.4138346
C -6.7064369 1.2859665 1.0453324
C -2.1078389 2.4485213 -2.3816930
H -3.9195385 -1.2859164 1.8368052
H -4.1647116 3.2832079 -0.7145066
H -0.2327707 1.6698580 -0.4565927
H -7.6120480 0.8838209 1.4969877
H -6.8738945 1.4572247 -0.0199502
H -6.4481590 2.2316336 1.5267918
H -1.4430086 1.6115489 -2.6138398
H -1.7291544 3.3555536 -2.8489759
H -3.1049385 2.2215392 -2.7702723
H 0.8894459 -2.9521175 2.1813959
H -0.5630925 -1.6559541 -0.6193680
H -2.1416070 -1.5335854 3.2885017
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Figure 4: Absorption spectrum for the C12H12O7 structure (shown) proposed by Laskin et
al. The spectrum was simulated based on ADC2/COSMO excitation energies and oscillator
strengths (Table 1), using a Gaussian line shape with a full width at half maximum of 0.3 eV.
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